Engineer Cagers Trounce Clark, 72-54
Brilliant Play In Last Half Gains Victory

Hitting from all over the court, the Beaver varsity basketball squad broke upon the Wednesday evening contest with Clark College in the second half, and went on to win easily, 72-54. Rockefeller Hall was the scene as first Bob Polutchko '59 and then Hugh Morrow '60 paced the Engineer offensive after an indecisive opening session. The visitors' two big guns proved in 17 points apiece, with Polutchko tallying 31 points and Morrow 15 after the intermission.

The beginning of the contest moved slowly as both teams had difficulty locating the basket, but the Engineers found the range and gained an 8-1 lead, as Danzi McGinty '61 headed the early attack. The visitors came back with their backcourt domination passing the way. With three minutes remaining in the first half, the men from Worcester held a 23-20 advantage as their outside shots were unstoppable. Then a league by Brian White '61, a first shot by Phil Robinson '61 and a pair of free throws by McAlester closed the gap to one basket at the buzzer.

Pol_CHKas Leads Rally

The Beaver quintet that took the floor after a ten-minute break was a hustling group. During the first few minutes, four baskets by Polutchke and a jump shot by Cooper sandwiched around two field goals and a free throw by Clark gave the Engineers a 4-7 margin. Operating with a man-to-man defense instead of the zone used in the first half, the Cardinal and Gray forced the visitors to take many bad shots. Then, to the great approval of the MIT fans Morrow recovered the offensive rebound eye that made him the star of the first half, the Beaver goalie Sid Altman '60 turned in a fine performance under pressure considering the fact that he has been with Cadets to one goal while narrowly missing several opportunities that developed in the final stanza.

The Beaver offensives were a fine in free throw under pressure considering the fact that the visitors had difficulty locating the basket. MIT fans Morrow recovered the offensive rebound eye that made him the star of the first half, which would develop, as Dennis McGinty '59 headed the gap to one basket at the buzzer.
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